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Paul and Dave,
how would you like
to play the “100
Souls” game for
our family time?

Fun!
She
looks so
cute.

Oh,
yes.
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Mom, thank
you for
helping me
make doll
clothes.

Later, while reading an MLK together.

Dad, is it
okay if I play my
weekly computer
game tonight?
Yes, Chris. When
you and I asked
the Lord, He said
it was fine this
month for you to
play a computer
game on Friday
evenings.

How will I
get to the
next level?
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What a
beautiful
dress.

I’ll have
some more.

Word time—reading the MLK
“God’s Great Banquet” (MLK #20).

Mmmm.
Me too.
It’s just
so good.

Chris,
what is
Jesus
talking
about?

Well, yes,
but what?
Jenny, do
you know?

“Eat
until
you
are
full!”

Cake?

God’s
good food!—
Paul, what
The Word!
are we to
eat?

Uh …
that
we
should
eat.
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Uh ...
me?!
Let me
see...

Yes, God’s
Word
is our
spiritual
food.

Still need
a few more
minutes.

What were
you two thinking
about?

The Love
Charter
says that
you children
should have
two hours of
Word time
daily.

Mmm. I’ll
have more
of this one.

I’m sorry,
Daddy. I was
trying to figure
out how to get a
high enough score
to move to the
next level on
a computer
game.

I’m sorry
that I wasn’t
listening.

Remember at the beginning of the renewal last year we
talked about how worldly input was like eating spiritual
foods that are made with spiritual white sugar?

Why is
that?

So we can
be spiritually
strong and
healthy!
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Chris, you
got to play an
entertainment
computer
game.

If we compare playing
entertainment
computer games to
eating, what is it
like?

That depends
on what you are
playing.

...then
Cinderella
says...

If you are acting out a movie
with the dolls, then that’s like
eating white sugar foods.
During family time tonight...

...we
played
that the
dolls went
witnessing.

And last Sunday we
watched a movie.

Eating food
made with
white sugar.
That’s
also like
eating
food made
with white
sugar.

Is
playing
with
dolls like
eating
white
sugar
foods?

That was
good, like
having a
healthy
spiritual
snack.
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Mmm!
This is
good!

Sometimes
we play that
the dolls are
taking care
of babies
and toddlers.
It’s not the same
as reading the
Word, but it’s still
edifying* and good
for you.

I think I’ll have
a little extra
Word time.

*edify: benefit spiritually;
instruct and uplift
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That’s like
eating a
healthy snack,
because you’re
learning about
caring for
others.

What about
when we play
with Lego?

Or with
Playmobil
soldiers?

When we
are playing
together and
having fun, is
that good?

If your
toy soldiers
are being
Jesus’
soldiers who
are helping
or rescuing
people, or
if they are
witnessing to
those they
meet, then
that is
good.

It also depends
on how you play
together.
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It’s also not good if while you play,
you pretend to do something
that Jesus wouldn’t approve of.

If your play makes those playing happy, and helps
each of you stay close to Jesus, then that’s good.
Hey, Dave,
that shot
went straight
for the goal.

Good
aim!

And I hit
the bad man
on the head
like this.
Wham!

Like we
shouldn’t pretend to
hurt people when
we play.

Thank You, Jesus!
This is a fun game to
play together!
I’m playing that my
marbles are angels.

But if your play
makes someone
unhappy, or
ends up in an
argument,
that’s not good.

And mine
are the people
that the angels
watch over.
You should always
show love, even when
you are playing or
just pretending.

Hey,
that’s not
fair play.
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All the
games
we play are
positive ones
that are fun
to play
together.

Playing Wordbased games is
like eating good
food, too!

Sometimes
we play board
games and card
games that aren’t
Word-based
games, but that
are still fun.
Having
fun
together
brings unity!

That’s right.
Playing positive games
together is like having a
healthy snack.
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Eating a lot of food
made with white sugar
can make you sick.

Spending time on worldly input,
such as watching movies or
playing entertainment computer
games, is like eating food made
from white sugar.

Thank you
for this ice
cream and
cake!

It’s okay to have white
sugar once in awhile,
but not very often.

Thanks,
Mom, for
this healthy
snack.
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...not eating all of our
dinner when we got
home.

Last Christmas we ate lots
of sweet food made with white
sugar that people gave us after
our performances.

Our bodies became
weaker from eating the
wrong type of food.

I’m not
hungry.
I don’t
feel so
good!

Mom, isn’t it
okay to have food
made with white
sugar sometimes?
Mmm,
I’m hungry.

Sugary snacks

We were filling up on
those things and...
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Sometimes
it is okay, but
too much can
make us weak
or sick.

We don’t want to be weak disciples!

And it’s the same with
System or worldly input.

SUNDAY

MOND
AY

Now if I were
a queen like that, I
could do anything I
wanted to...

T UESD
AY

We want to
be strong
disciples for
Jesus!
Today you
get to go out
witnessing,
Suzy.
Oh, but I
don’t feel
inspired for
witnessing.
Our key
promise for
today is, “Claim
the keys of
discipleship...

Too much worldly
input can make us
spiritually sick and
weak disciples.
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“...for the
strength to
keep Jesus in
first place.”

The Bible
is yummy
food.

And Heaven’s
Library stories
are delicious.

We’re going to
have cake and ice cream
to celebrate winning the
battle today.
Yay!!

Word
comics are
food that
makes us
strong!

And strong
soldiers only eat
unhealthy white-sugar
food once in a while on
special occasions.

Strong disciples, like
strong soldiers, eat foods that
help them to be strong.
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Praise time:

Thank
You for all
the fun
games and
toys that
we get to
play
with.

Thanks for
helping us limit
worldly input
just like we limit
eating junk food.

Thank You,
Jesus, for
helping us to be
strong disciples
for You!

Thank You for
giving us fun
things to do that
help us grow
strong in You,
Jesus!

Hey, I’m
a healthy
pet too.

And for helping
us to be healthy
disciples!
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Help Suzy find and follow the
healthier foods (spiritual and physical)
through the maze that will help her
arrive strong at the other end.
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What spiritual
and physical foods
should I eat to
make me strong
and healthy?
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